Mason Reigger, Pastor of Missions and Evangelism
I went to high school locally at Wolfson High School in Jacksonville, FL. I received my Bachelor of Business Mgmt from Florida State
University (GO NOLES!) and then went on to receive my Master of Divinity from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. In
2000 I started at ABC, serving as the Youth Pastor and in 2012 transitioned into the role of Missions and Evangelism Pastor.

Favorite authors/preachers:
Holy Spirit and the coauthor James the half-brother of Christ
David Platt

Favorite restaurant & menu item:
Fresh Seafood like the Baked Parmesan Plank Fish at Creekside or anything at Ned’s Kitchen including Fried Shrimp with pink sauce
not to mention one of the greatest Spanish chefs of all time, my wife Lilith

Favorite movies:
Anything that has an adventure mystery twist which I try to figure out before the climax and then get in trouble for sharing it with
whoever is with me at the theater because it supposedly ruins their rest of the movie. But I am also a sucker for the comedy classics like Princess Bride and Goonies (I know, to call those classics really dates myself)

Style of music most listen to:
I love to personally play smooth jazz on my saxophones, but as far as my listening habits they center more on Modern Worship like
Hillsong as well as anything that my brothah of the same SON Chris Aussem throws down J

What do you do for fun:
Clang some chains on a Disc Golf Course
Adventure Mountain Biking in the high altitudes of Florida and beyond
I also enjoy Ultimate Frisbee, Volleyball, Working Out at the Y, Ping Pong and being champion of the world in Rummikub, Cribbage
and Phase 10.

Favorite Scripture:
1 Peter 4:10 was my first life verse, but honestly the whole Word of God is living and powerful, able to even predict my engagement by giving me Psalm 45 in my quiet time the morning I was going to propose… CAN I GET A WITNESS, BOOM CHAKALAKA!!!

What’s your passion?
Creatively Communicating the Word of God so that people have that light-bulb-switch-on moment.
Mentoring others especially younger guys so that they disciple others from outside the church walls to become fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and the Uttermost Parts of the Earth!

